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USA {smmerritt, afrancomano, marting }@smu.edu

Abstract. In this paper, an analysis is presented of the enrollment funnel for prospective graduate school students, predicting application submission and enrollment. Efficient university outreach is critical to optimizing a positive interaction cadence for prospective students, reducing costs, and strengthening academic program revenue streams. Models
employing rules, decision lists, and tree-based algorithms assessed the
impact of a prospect’s characterization and university outreach methods
on application and enrollment probabilities. A novel two-stage modeling
workflow, applied to each prediction problem, mirrored steps taken by a
prospective candidate to become a future enrollee. This analysis could
help a graduate school decide what communication mechanisms would
be best utilized. Compared models were Gradient Boosted Machines
(GBM), XGBoost, Random Forest, and Certifiably Optimal Rule Lists
(CORELS). Application submission prediction using XGBoost achieved
an ROC of 99.7%, while predicting enrollment with GBM had an ROC of
92.3%. The analysis concluded that there was insufficient university outreach activity to convert admitted applicants to enrollees. The modeling
results support the notion that features related to prospect demographics
and prospect-driven actions were more important as predictors for application submission and enrollment than the available university outreach
activity volumes included in this analysis.

1

Introduction

Achieving and maintaining target enrollment levels are ongoing challenges faced
by U.S. universities, especially for graduate-level programs, which have experienced enrollment decline in recent years [1, 2]. Effective communication with
potential students is an underpinning of a successful admissions outreach team.
Every point of contact between a prospect and the university affects the quality
of the university’s perceived brand, in the same way consumer interactions affect
business brands on any given day [3, 4]. Determining how best to interact with
prospects in order to create a positive experience for them could facilitate moving them along each step of the enrollment funnel, converting from prospect to
enrolled student [5]. While under-communicating with prospects potentially undermines the recruiting process, over-communicating may be just as detrimental.
There is a wide range of communication mechanisms, from paper brochures and
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in-person events, to phone calls and social media. Acquiring an in-depth understanding of how specific mechanisms such as social media are used by prospects
in their application and enrollment decisions could be useful in developing an
outreach strategy [6, 7]. Cultural considerations could also have an impact on
which mechanisms are more effective [8]. In addition, designating who from the
university would be best to connect with the prospect could be an important
decision (e.g. alumni, faculty, current students, admissions directors). Gaining
a better understanding of past prospect-university contact cadence may help
a university determine its best resource allocation in terms of communication
methods, frequency and who from the university community to engage.
Among a university’s objectives is increasing the probability that a prospect
will take a positive action at each key checkpoint along the enrollment funnel process. Three such checkpoints are starting an application, submitting an application, and, if admitted, officially matriculating. While campus visits, such as tours
and overnight stays, have been shown to play a critical role in student recruitment [9], seeing a campus first-hand might not be feasible for some prospects,
especially if they live abroad. In addition, campus life may not be a consideration for those prospects interested in solely online program offerings. Therefore,
it is important to explore the effectiveness of a range of points of contact with
prospects. Data mining has been applied to education related information with
a variety of goals, such as improving educational system quality [10] and predicting prospect academic success in support of student candidate selection [11,
12]. It is a common practice for universities to use Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software to manage the enrollment funnel process[13]. Therefore, the available education program application process information is another
source for data mining to gain insight into how prospects move along each step.
Once university-prospect contact has been initiated, subsequent communication
factors may influence prospects’ decisions at the key application process checkpoints. Contrasting the conversion failures with the conversion successes involved
dissecting the frequency and type of communication mechanisms (e.g. email and
phone calls, etc.) coupled with an analysis of prospect demographics (e.g. age,
job status, current salary, etc.). Combining prospect characterization and outreach information in analysis could prove to be useful in converting prospects to
applicants and admitted applicants to enrollees. This paper’s analysis utilized
non personally identifiable data from a graduate school’s program CRM for two
admissions cycles across eight of its degree offerings.
This paper’s novel contributions to the field are three-fold: combining demographic characterization and prospect-driven actions with university outreach
activities while employing a novel modeling workflow that mirrors the steps taken
by a prospective candidate to become a future enrollee; exploring the utility of
the CORELS algorithm with the intent to provide interpretable rules for the
admissions team to implement; and studying the ethics surrounding the use of
automated processes in the admissions process.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
related work. Section 3 outlines the model methodologies, describes adaptive
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cross validation and the employed workflow. Section 4 describes the source data,
cleaning and transformation approaches, feature selection, and exploratory data
analysis. Section 5 details and evaluates each model type, discussing results,
including a discussion on how ethics impact candidate selection. Section 6 offers a
conclusion of findings and outlines potential future work. The Appendix provides
additional details regarding pre-analysis data preparation.

2

Related Work

Approaches to enrollment prediction have primarily used logistic regression models. One such related research project on university outreach effectiveness was
conducted by Miller and Skimmyhorn of the United States Military Academy
at West Point [14]. Via a formal experiment, they utilized distinct university
outreach methods to test their effectiveness in increasing both prospect applications and matriculation, the two prediction problems addressed in this paper. A
primary focus was determining which factors were potential barriers to higher
education access. In an experiment setting with a control group, they tested just
four methods: phone calls, using role models, visiting college representatives, and
free campus visits. To increase the likelihood of new student recruits, prospects
were selected based on high test scores, including the Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT) and the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery - General Technical
(ASVAB-GT), a standard test of military aptitude. Phone calls helped to provide information, while role models aimed to fill social network voids. Modeling
the data with a logistic regression, the outcomes helped determine two different
results: the probability of an application submission and of enrollment. Combined treatment effects showed a statistically significant increase in submitted
applications by 16 percent. However, overall enrollment results were not statistically significant. When measured individually, both admission and enrollment
numbers showed an increased percentage, however, these results were also not
deemed statistically significant. A recurring theme among case studies was a
lack of guidance and college-related information for prospective students, especially when applied to the non-traditional student group of graduate students,
who tend to have additional barriers, including careers and families. In contrast,
this paper’s analysis explored rules and decision lists for application submission
and enrollment predictions, based on combining prospect characteristics and
prospect-driven actions with a broader range of outreach activity.
Related work based solely on prospect and university characteristics, while
lacking in outreach activity, was conducted by the University of New Mexico [15].
Their research utilized logistic regression along with support vector machines,
and time series analysis to identify students who were likely to enroll and to
forecast the total enrollment. Factors were dissected at the individual student
and cohort level. They looked not only at the students’ characteristics but also at
those of the university to help with their models. The logistic regression labelled
enrolled as 1 and 0 otherwise, based on select variables using forward selection
methods. Their time series model utilized a seasonal autoregressive integrated
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moving average (ARIMA) model to forecast the student enrollment levels. Their
results highlighted the significant variables influencing student enrollment including: financial aid, time of the admission decision, GPA, state of residency,
and Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) deadline as the top contributors. A seasonal time series model was used to predict their enrollment
levels and looked to match historical data with an ARIMA(0,0,0)x(1,0,3)3 . The
non-seasonal (0,0,0) portion indicates zero autoregressive terms, no data differencing, and no moving average terms. The seasonal (1,0,3)3 portion indicates
one autoregressive term, no data differencing, three moving average terms, and
three periods per season.

In contrast to the above research, a more recent approach used Decision
Trees, a model type also explored in this paper’s analysis. Focusing solely on
enrollment prediction, the research from the University of Michigan at Flint,
Michigan [16] aimed to determine the probability that a student would enroll
in one of many graduate programs following their acceptance. Using a datadriven approach the work included demographics, population segmentation and
targeted approaches. By segmenting the potential applicants, the researchers
found they could accurately target them with solutions unique to that group,
this could include addressing concern in financial aid, reducing enrollment confirmation and direct marketing. The issue facing the university in this case was a
plateau in student enrollment and limited resources which pushed them toward
a more focused approach. Unlike this paper’s analysis, the Flint, MI team did
not remove applications for individuals who had submitted more than one application. Within the 4,615 submitted application records, which accounted for
3,877 distinct individuals, they grouped similar students within a tree structure
and further divided them based on different attributes. Among several notable
findings that seemed to predict whether a student would enroll was the loan term
offer that students received which branched into 3 groups. Loan information was
not available for this paper’s analysis, but the impact of scholarship dollars received was assessed. Because a specific group was identified, targeted approaches
could be taken to students with unfavorable loans. Time, being the number of
elapsed days to student admission, was also a major factor in enrollment levels. While this paper’s analysis preserved the available graduate admissions test
scores as available, the Flint, MI team excluded GRE and GMAT scores in an
attempt to increase the overall population enrollment. Notable nodes that grew
from their data were state codes, translating to large differences in enrollment
based on states. These nodes also had two criteria, yes for enrolled, and no for
not enrolled. For a more granular analysis of the students, they also analyzed
the lower levels of the tree which were partitioned by students education level.
The latter part of the research paper also analyzed the different programs which
could help them understand the variables that influenced certain fields. Instead
of looking at each individual degree program, this paper’s analysis arranged
similar degree programs of interest into two program groups for a broader level
representation. In addition, the modeling workflow applied in this paper is dis-
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tinct in its approach of reflecting the enrollment funnel for prospective graduate
school students.

3

Methodology Overview

This section highlights the methods utilized to predict application submission
and enrollment. Tree-based and rule-based methods were chosen to provide interpretable feedback to the admission team for incorporation into outreach practices.
3.1

Certifiably Optimal Rule Lists (CORELS)

The application of Certifiably Optimal Rule Lists (hereinafter referred to as
CORELS) was investigated for the purpose of measuring the effectiveness of
certain outreach methods over the course of a prospect’s enrollment life-cycle.
CORELS provides a more clearly human interpretable alternative to the CART
algorithms detailed below where binary classification problems are concerned. A
CORELS rule list is a combination of an antecedent and a classification label
with the following objective function in Equation 1 [17]:
R(d, x, y = `(d, x, y) + λK

(1)

In this case, x are the binary training features and y are the labels. d is the rule
list, consisting of K unique association rules. λ is a small constant regularization
parameter that penalizes the growth of the rule lists. The loss function, `, seeks
to minimize the fraction of labels mis-classified by the rule list d. A rules list
d is comprised of multiple rules rk , pk , and qk , where r can be read as if p
then q. There is significant data preparation necessary in order for the CORELS
algorithm to function properly. All categorical variables must be one-hot encoded
and Rules pre-formatted prior to analysis.
3.2

Classification and Regression Tree Model (CART)

Utilizing a non-parametric approach, classification and regression tree model
(hereinafter referred to as CART), the goal was to predict whether students
would enroll in a subset of graduate school degree programs. Parameters to this
approach included finding optimal depth, along with setting the minimum number of nodes, the stopping criteria, and a prediction for each node. Generalizing
students who are more likely to enroll will help create targeted outreach methods for these prospective students. The two benchmarks for which results were
sought were application submissions and enrollment levels, to which the CART
method may be applied. Different trees can be created for prospective students
and outreach mechanisms, as they vary in traits and results. Breaking the students and outreach methods into nodes will help identify the unique traits of
students who enroll and students who apply but do not enroll. An advantage of
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this model over previous models is that there is no prior linearity assumption
between the variables.
A single CART model is of particular interest as a data mining approach
for enrollment management data and prospect characterization. In addition to
being more transparent and easier to interpret, decision tree models do not rely
on assumptions about data relationships and can handle a greater number of
categorical variable levels [16, 18]. The decision tree in Figure 1 is based on
demographic data for students that were admitted into a graduate program,
illustrating its simple interpret-ability. Building on basic rules sets, using decision
lists will also allow for exploration of the best order in which rules ought to be
applied [19].

Fig. 1. Example decision tree based on admitted student demographic data

3.3

Gradient Boosted Machines (GBM)

An additional technique considered was a Gradient Boosted Tree algorithm,
where an ensemble model comprised of shallow classification trees is created,
with each newly added tree being trained to minimize the residual errors of all
the prior model iterations before it [18][20]. The model utilizes gradient descent
to minimize the loss function as new trees, ft , are added to the ensemble, with
goal of minimizing the following objective function in Equation 2, where gi is
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the gradient of the chosen loss function[21].:
n
X

l(yi , yˆi (t−1) + gi ft (xi ) + λft

(2)

i=1

3.4

Extreme Gradient Boosting

Similar to Gradient Boosted Machines, Extreme Gradient Boosting (hereinafter
referred to as XGBoost), improves on the optimization of the objective function
by adding a second order term, or Hessian, to improve the selection of the next
ft to add to the model. The new objective function is shown in Equation 3,
where hi is the second order partial derivative of the chosen loss function [21]:
n
X

1
[l(yi , yˆi (t−1) + gi ft (xi ) + hi ft2 (xi )] + λft
2
i=1

(3)

XGBoost builds a custom cost function to fit the trees, using the Taylor series
of order two as an approximation for the true cost function, such that it can be
more sure that the tree it picks is the correct one.
3.5

Random Forest

Random Forest is a popular ensemble Tree-based algorithm that uses boot
strapped aggregating or bagging methods to add new trees to the existing model.
The differentiating feature between typical bagged decision Trees and Random
Forest is that Random Forest is trained on a random subset of features at each
new iteration. Unlike boosting methods that use shallow trees for classification,
Trees comprising a Random Forest model are grown extremely deep.
3.6

Model Evaluation Metric: Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC)

ROC was chosen as the evaluation metric due to the need to balance the True
Positive and False Positive rates (TPR and FPR, respectively) of prediction.
ROC plots the TPR on the Y-axis and FPR on the X-axis, and finds the Area
Under this curve for a final score. The four definitions for False and True Positives
or Negatives are listed immediately below as related to enrollment predictions
for the dataset at hand. The general associated rate definitions are displayed in
Equations 4 and 5.
1.
2.
3.
4.

True Positive (TP): Prediction Enrolled and Actual Enrolled
True Negative (TN): Prediction Not Enrolled and Actual Not Enrolled
False Positive (FP): Prediction Enrolled and Actual Not Enrolled
False Negative (FN): Prediction Not Enrolled and Actual Enrolled
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TPR =

TP
TP + FN

(4)

FPR =

FP
TN + FP

(5)

The modeling methodology attempts to guard against the False Positive to avoid
the scheduling of Outreach activities for prospects who are not likely to enroll
or submit an application.
3.7

Model Optimization: HyperParameter Tuning and Adaptive
Cross Validation

Hyperparameter tuning and cross validation are often time consuming steps in
the modeling process. Adaptive Cross Validation bridges the gap between both
methods by adaptive re-sampling. The error function of the model is learned
adaptively by performing sampling and error approximations in regions where
the stable minimas exist.[22] Non-stable combinations of hyperparameters are
continuously removed during iterations of cross validation, leaving fewer model
iterations to perform in the final stages of the fit process. The result is a nearly
1.5-Fold increase in tuning speed and model fits. This is particularly important
when comparing the tuning process of a Random Forest model, which has few
parameters (primarily number of random predictor variables to use in each newly
fitted Tree) versus an XGBoost model containing eight tunable parameters, of
which four significantly impact model performance [23]. Once the region of best
performing models is created, a carefully crafted exhaustive grid search can
be performed. The parameters used to tune are now centered around the best
performing models from the adaptive cross validation method to produce a model
with superior predictive ability.

4

Data

This section details the sources and methodology utilized to gather, pre-process,
and select features necessary to predict both application submission and enrollment.
4.1

Ethics

Ethics within the framework of this analysis includes bias [24]. Bias within the
data set is inherent as it may already reflect bias within society. For instance,
the Harvard Business Review provides an example of a machine learning model,
trained on American employees, that might suggest a weak correlation between
being a woman and a CEO [25]. Considering ethics within the context of applying
machine learning techniques requires defining the concept of fairness, which could
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be subjective or probabilistic akin to flipping a coin. This implies that fairness is
equal distributions of cookies or money. Fairness may not always been defined as
equal shares of widgets but may be necessary to compensate for a disadvantage.
An example is a societal disadvantage attributed to those living in low income zip
codes which may result in lower quality healthcare or education. The objectives
at hand influence how parameters and fairness are shaped. If the goal were only
to increase the enrollment numbers then the associated outcome would differ
from the case where the goal was to increase the enrollment numbers of students
who without doubt would be most likely to be successful in the studied graduate
school programs.
4.2

Customer Relationship Management System (CRM)

The data consisted of non-personally identifiable information from a graduate
school’s CRM, for a subset of eight degree programs with spring or fall 2019
start dates. The CRM system is used to manage the enrollment process. Available segments of data reflected those individuals in the system who were at one
of three particular stages in the application process: individuals who had not
started an application, individuals who had started an application but had not
submitted it, and individuals who had submitted an application (i.e. applicant).
The analysis was only applied to the non-submitted and submitted applications.
There were 1,960 non-submitted applications. Of the original 1,852 submitted
application records, only the 1,590 unique applicants who had a single application in the CRM were included in the analysis. Reference data in support of data
cleaning tasks were also utilized. Reference data from the CRM system pertained
to scheduled mass emails and to test scores that were entered at a later date.
Data external to the CRM were referenced for determining country-continent
relationships. Once data cleaning tasks were completed, one-hot encoding was
applied prior to modeling.
4.3

Features

The original data offered 152 features, both continuous and categorical in nature,
as well as text that had to be cleaned in order to convert it into a continuous
or categorical format. Each applicant’s data consisted of three types of information: demographic, interaction, and generic. The 105 demographic related
features included age, permanent address, primary citizenship, undergraduate
school, degree program of interest, and standardized test scores. The 33 interaction related features included prospect initiated actions and university outreach
activity. Examples of prospect actions were application submission, a phone call
to the Admissions office, and attendance at a university-hosted event. Examples
of university outreach activities were program-specific email communications and
phone calls by admissions staff to a prospect. The 14 generic application related
features included system data such as a unique application reference ID and
internal status codes. New features were also added to the data set as needed.
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4.4

Data Preprocessing

The necessary data cleaning and preparation tasks in support of later feature
selection and analysis included a range of tasks. Typical cleaning included removing special characters (e.g. $), converting data from strings to numeric values,
and scaling data (e.g. GPA). Categorical features were individually evaluated to
determine if they needed to be consolidated into a more useful set of levels. For
instance, the Program Applying To feature was collapsed from nine levels to the
two levels Graduate Program 1 and Graduate Program 2. The outreach activity
related features required extensive parsing. For example, the Login History attribute contained a string comprised of login event’s date-time-stamp appended
to it. More complex parsing was necessary for attributes such as the Mailings By
Date attribute. While this feature also contained a continuous log of information,
i.e. email subject line and date of each email sent to an individual, the subject
lines were also associated with program-specific email schedules. Therefore, for
analysis purposes, the parsed result for Mailings By Date needed to reference
a list of program-specific email schedules from the CRM in order to preserve
the context. Table 1 below reflects the result of parsing some of the original
interaction-based features into categorical levels. Each level was then potentially
transformed later into new binary features via one-hot-encoding. Methods em-

Table 1. Interaction Features Parsed into New Category-Based Binary Features
Original Features Sample Names of New Binary Features Category Count
Emails

Graduate Program Group 1 Orientation
Reminder, All Graduate Program Group
2 Drip Marketing Prospects 1, Graduate
Program Drip Marketing Email 7......
Sources
PeopleSoft System Lead, LinkedIn Campaign, Graduate Test Type 1, Graduate
Test Type 2...
Interactions
Office Visit, Noodle Inquiry, Phone Call 1,
Phone Call 2, etc...
How Did You Hear Event On Campus, Graduate School Website, Direct Mail, ...
Events
All Graduate Programs Preview Days, Information Sessions, Graduate Test Type 2
Prep Classes...
Login History
Less Than 2, Between 2 and 9, Greater
Than 10

138

15

11
11
3

3

ployed included imputing missing data. Some cases were straightforward, such
as replacing NA with No if the value of the respective attribute was binary in
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nature (e.g. Military Y/N). In other cases, a value in an alternate attribute was
used (e.g. if permanent address country was blank it was replaced with mailing
address country). In the case of missing test scores, imputation based on other
records’ values was not used due to the fact that the test scores were likely not
missing at random, but rather may have been missing due to a valid reason.
When the continuous values were converted to a categorical ranges, an appropriate category was used to describe the missing data scenario. For instance,
two specific graduate exam test scores may be waived for applicants who have
considerable work experience. If both test scores were missing and it was verified with the CRM database administrator that the test requirement had been
waived for the applicant, then a ’waived’ category was utilized. Otherwise, a
’missing’ category was utilized. If only one of the two test scores were present,
then the available test score was utilized. Some existing features were also converted to a binary-based feature. This was the case with the Sponsorship From
Current Employer, where its currency values were replaced with a single binary
Yes or No value. Additional features were created for modeling purposes.Other
brand new features were created for grouping purposes to reduce dimensionality.
For example, the ”US Region” feature was created for grouping each US state
geographically, namely Northeast, South, Midwest and West. See the Appendix
for additional details.
4.5

CORELS Specific

Data preparation specific to the CORELS model required converting all continuous values to categorical-based binary value features. For example, the Age
feature was converted to the categorical levels ”< 22”, ”23-24”, ”25-28’, and ”>
29”. The aim was to define levels that contained balanced data for the respective
feature prior to one-hot encoding. One-hot encoding was then run to create a new
binary feature for each corresponding categorical level. In addition, new features
reflecting the number of elapsed calendar days between each interaction (e.g.
email, phone call, event) and key milestones, such as the application submission
date, were created. The number of elapsed days was a negative number when an
interaction occurred prior to the application submission date. All interactions
with each applicant were included in the analysis regardless of how early they occurred with respect to the application date. This information helped determine
how university admissions interaction activity was distributed with respect to
enrollment management process milestones such as the application submission
date and the admission decision date.
4.6

Features Selection

Feature selection was approached in multiple ways. As a first pass, some of the
original features were eliminated based on a straightforward review of their being
potentially redundant (e.g. permanent address country was used in lieu of mailing
address country). In addition, the Random Forest method was used to discern
feature importance with respect to each of the two prediction goals: application
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submission and enrollment. Next, new features that had been created based on
parsing original features and one-hot encoding their respective levels (e.g. Email
telling applicants that required official documents were missing). As shown in
Figure 2, the distribution further reflects the fact that emails specifically about
missing official documents would be sent only to prospects who had submitted an
application. Therefore, this feature would be eliminated as a candidate predictor
for application submission.

Fig. 2. An Email Outreach Feature Eliminated as a Predictor for Submission

4.7

Exploratory Data Analysis

Three specific features of the enrollment data were of significant interest for analysis: Emails (drip campaigns, document reminders, etc.), Interactions (phone
calls, office visits, etc.), and Events (information sessions, preview days, etc.) by
Date. These data were contained in cells consisting of multiple comma-separated
values. Following significant data preprocessing, a pattern became apparent for
many of the variables of interest. A majority of the prospect outreach activities were occurring prior to application submission, with little follow-up after.
Figure 3a shows the distributions of total outreach activities compared to the
application submission date, while Figure 3b shows the outreach activities compared to the receipt of an admission decision. Both distributions in Figure 3
demonstrate that there was significant momentum on the part of the admission
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staff which then waned following each of these two critical milestones, application submission and admission decision. In fact, 65% (15,145 out of 23,139)
of the total outreach activities occurred prior to application submission, with
similar results also occurring around the admission decision date.
Through the data discovery process, it was determined that the majority of
admitted applicants decided to enroll by 45 days after Receipt of the Admission
Decision email. This is illustrated in Figure 4. This critical enrollment window
combined with the outreach activity distributions in Figure 3 provided a template for mining rules to be used for modeling. The goal of the modeling process
was to discover features deemed important in predicting whether a prospect
would submit an application or would enroll, and pass these important features
to the admission staff personnel.
4.8

Workflow

The ideal modeling workflow should mimic the conversion process from a prospect
to an enrollee. For each of the two predictions, application submission and enrollment, the modeling workflow was comprised of two stages, as depicted in Figure
5. The modeling workflow was applied to prospects for predicting application
submission, and then to submitted applications.
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(a) Outreach to Prospects Wanes after Application Submission.

(b) Outreach to Admitted Applicants Wanes on Admission.

Fig. 3. Outreach Activity Wanes after Key Milestone Dates.
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Fig. 4. When Admitted Applicants make their enrollment decision.

First, an initial prediction on application submission was made via the
GBM, XGBoost, and Random Forest models using only prospect demographics
and prospect-driven action data. This initial prediction resulted in a likelihood
for a prospect to submit an application. This stage one probability result, based
on model with best ROC, was then fed into a second modeling stage, utilizing
all four proposed models: GBM, XBGoost, Random Forest and CORELS. The
stage one probability result along with admission team outreach activities were
used to determine the final prediction for application submission and measure
the importance of specific outreach methods in the prediction.
The population of prospects was now a subset, leaving only those who submitted applications to be used in the next phase in the funnel, enrollment of
admitted applicants. Again, using this slightly different demographic and applicant action feature set, a prediction on enrollment was made in stage one,
producing probabilities to be fed in the final modeling stage. Admissions team
outreach activity and the resulting probabilities from the previous stage were
combined to make a final prediction on enrollment.
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(a) Stage One.

(b) Stage Two.

Fig. 5. Two-Stage Modeling Workflow per Prediction: Submitted or Enrolled.
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5

Results and Analysis

Following the methodology outlined in section 4.7 above, several models were
compared at each stage of the enrollment funnel. The data was split into the
80%/10%/10% train-validation-test subsets. Hyperparameter tuning for each
model was performed via 3-fold repeated, adaptive cross validation, followed by
a manual grid search to fine tune the model results. The model with the highest
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) was selected at each stage and compared against the validation set. It should be noted that CORELS was not used
in the stage 1 process for either enrollment or application submission.
5.1

Stage One and Two Modeling: Tree-based and CORELS

XGBoost outperformed all other model variants in the stage 1 modeling process for both predicting application submission and enrollment using prospect
demographic and prospect-driven action data. The resulting probabilities from
the Stage 1 XGBoost Models were applied to the second stage of modeling
that included admissions team outreach methods. In this second stage, Gradient
Boosted Machine (GBM) Decision Trees performed best when predicting both
application submission and enrollment. Table 2 below compares the results of
each model variant in both stages 1 and 2.

Table 2. Model Probability Results For Each Modeling Workflow Stage
Model

Submitted
Stage 1

Submitted
Stage 2

Enrolled
Stage 1

Enrolled
Stage 2

XGBoost
Random Forest
GBM
CORELS

0.997
1.0
0.993
-

0.997
0.997
1.0
0.881

0.852
0.837
0.817
-

0.921
0.909
0.915
0.737

In tree-based models, the feature importance for each input variable is the
sum of the max estimated improvement in squared error for a constant fit each
time a given input variable is used to split an individual node of a Tree [18].
The features with the higher improvement scores are deemed more important to
the prediction. For ensemble tree models, these sums are averaged over the total
sum of trees in the model, making this statistic increasingly more stable as trees
are added.
Figure 6 displays the important features utilized when making predictions
for Application Submission. The demographic features Sponsorship from Current Employer, Undergraduate GPA, the number of Days since creation of the
Prospect in the CRM, and the prospect’s job function played a significant role
in predicting the probability of a prospect submitting an application in stage 1,
as seen in Figure 6a. For outreach methods in stage 2 of predicting application
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submission, as seen in Figure 6b, the Meet the University on the Road email
invitation and event, the prospect being a PeopleSoft generated lead, the aggregate number of methods in which a prospect heard about the program, and the
Preview Day Drip email campaign were significant.
Figure 7 displays the important features utilized when predicting Enrollment. Among the demographic and prospect-driven action features deemed effective for predicting enrollment in stage 1 were visiting the campus, submitting
References for review, and receiving a scholarship offer, as shown in Figure 7a.
Requests for more than five documents from an applicant, the number of unique
ways an applicant heard of the program, and the Admitted Student Happy Hour
drip email campaign were important outreach method features for stage 2 of enrollment prediction, as shown in Figure 7b.
The submission and enrollment probabilities from stage one (i.e. Submission Unlikely or Highly Likely, Enrollment Unlikely or Highly Likely) factored
prominently as important features for predicting final submission and enrollment probabilities in stage two, as reflected in both Figures 6 and 7. The results
support the notion that the prospect demographics and prospect-driven actions
were more important as predictors than the available university outreach activity
included in this analysis.
Due to the fact that information gain is the primary method for determining
splits within the tree-based models, one cannot assume that feature importance is
tied to a positive outcome, i.e. the higher the GPA then the higher the probability
of enrollment. The partial dependence plots in Figure 8 show the relationship to
the predicted label for two continuous variables, Age and Total Schools Applied
at each stage of then enrollment funnel. It can be observed that each modeling
stage treats these variables differently. A more diverse interest in schools appears
to have a negative correlation with application submission. Conversely, being
interested in more schools positively impacts the likelihood of enrollment. The
relationship for Age to the classification label is relatively similar for each stage of
the funnel, however, there is more variation in the enrollment stage as compared
to the application submission.
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(a) Stage One: Application Submission Modeling Feature Importance.

(b) Stage Two: Probabilities from Stage One Factored Prominently.

Fig. 6. Application Submission Modeling Feature Importance: Two Stages
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(a) Stage One: Enrollment Modeling Feature Importance.

(b) Stage Two: Probabilities from Stage One Factored Prominently.

Fig. 7. Enrollment Modeling Feature Importance: Two Stages
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(a) Application Submission PDP

(b) Enrollment PDP

Fig. 8. Partial Dependence Plots: Age and Total Schools Applied
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As stated previously, CORELS was utilized in the second modeling stage of
each funnel phase, for submission and enrollment predictions, to provide insights
into the effectiveness of the outreach methods used by the admissions team. The
Rules lists in Table 3 below, while highly interpretable, do not provide enough
predictive power when modeling application submission and enrollment. Manual
hyperparameter tuning of the learning constant λ and number of iterations were
performed in an attempt to provide better results. These models still lagged
significantly behind their tree-based counterparts.

Table 3. CORELS Predictions for Application Submission and Enrollment
Prediction
Submitted

Enrolled

5.2

CORELS Rules

Model Accuracy

if (Submission Likelihood = Highly Likely)
then predict IsSubmitted = Yes
else if (Meet.School > 30 Days Prior)
then predict IsSubmitted = No
if (Enrollment Likelihood = Highly Likely)
and (ActivitiesCount > 5)
then predict IsEnrolled = Yes
else if Not(EmailCount > 25) and
Not(VisitedSchool)
then predict IsEnrolled = No
else predict IsEnrolled = Yes

88.1%

73.7%

Ethics Results

It is important to assess the real-world costs, monetary or otherwise, associated
with modeling choices (e.g. algorithms, parameters) by comparing prediction
outcomes to actual outcomes. An example would be a prospect who submits
an application but does not enroll, however the university used resources in
outreach cadences because the model mis-classified the prospect as they fell
outside the band of accepted confidence limit. In contrast, the model failed to
recognize a student who submitted an application and could have succeeded in
a specific online degree program. This is illustrated with the demographic data
in the confusion matrix below in Table 4 that shows the cost of CART models.
The decision tree model produced fewer false positives and false negatives when
modeling cohorts separately by distinct graduate program group and region. This
shows the symptoms of the models resulting from bias and variance but does
not address bias. Modeling the prospect data into two distinct cohorts based on
notable differences in predictor variables across two-dimensional feature space
resulted in a decrease of 20 and 13 potential students from not being captured
as potential admitted students.
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Table 4. Splitting global data into two distinct cohorts reduced false negatives
Global
Data

Actual
Denied

Predicted
Denied
Predicted
Admitted
Program
Groups 1 and 2 Actual
Denied
Predicted
Denied
Predicted
Admitted

Actual
Admitted

322

89

156

1238

Actual
Admitted

291

109

187

1218

Total
Region
Predicted
Denied
Predicted
Admitted

Actual
Denied

Actual
Admitted

338

96

135

1209

To model data required defining bias within the context of the inability to
accurately capture qualified groups of students based on important predictor
variables. To capture distinct differences between groups, principal component
analysis and CART’s built in function were used to find the strongest predictors
of student admission, seen below in Table 5 and Table 6 respectively. Feature importance based on the CART variable importance function is based on the goodness of split for which one of the predictor variables was the primary variable.
The first three principal components highlighted positively weighted loadings for
verbal scores, quantitative scores, and job salary. Negatively weighted loadings
were also attributed for age and job salary in the second principal component.
Region played a larger part when looking at factor that contributed to splitting
the data across trees. Campus visits also helped in grouping the largest number
of admitted students.
Using these important features, several groups within the population were
analyzed to determine if there were any noticeable differences with respect to
the important predictor variables. Distinct differences were found within two
features: graduate program groups 1 and 2, and regions. These included varying
quantitative test scores between the international and US South students. Also
noteable were scholarships, salary, quantitative scores, and verbal test scores for
the two graduate program groups. The component analysis was limited to two
variables to allow visual distinctions between groups within a two-dimensional
feature space, this is illustrated in Figure 9 below. The drawback of modeling
graduate program groupings or regions separately is a reduction in the model’s
general applicability and accuracy. An optimal method on how to decide which
groups to model separately would require splitting these cohorts into clusters
based a high dimensional features space. Quantifying the ranked distance be-
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Table 5. 3rd principal component accounted for 50% of the variance
Features per
Principal Component Analysis
Age
Quantitative Scores
Verbal Scores
Integrated Reasoning Scores
GPA
Job Salary
Scholarship
Mos Wk Exp
Job Bonus

PC1
0.34
-0.05
0.433
0.327
0.09
0.422
0.361
0.142
0.244

PC2
-0.46
0.321
0.385
0.327
0.129
-0.402
0.175
-0.21
-0.335

PC3
0.161
0.59
0.14
0.116
-0.592
-0.592
-0.303
0.288
0.116

Table 6. Features importance was based on largest splits for admitted students
Features per CART
US Region
Continent Name
Visited Campus
Quantitative Score
Job Salary
Met with School Rep
Major
Scholarship Total
Verbal Scores
GPA

Feature Importance
based on largest split
145.85
129.33
106.39
84.46
66.79
64.15
16.92
14.664
13.27
10.17

Fig. 9. Quantitative scores varied between regions and graduate program groups
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tween the groups among their predictor variables would allow the selection of
distinct groups, however this would result in a less interpretable model. Twodimensional feature space found that quantitative scores varied between regions
and graduate program groupings, with higher dimensional models producing less
interpretable models. Results seen in Table 7 show modeling different student
groups with distinct feature differences resulted in fewer potential candidates
being missed. With an average program cost of 80,000 US dollars, the school
could have potentially identified 20 prospects that would have been otherwise
overlooked resulting in 1.6M US dollars of recouped tuition.

Table 7. Impact of modeling different cohorts and resulting false negatives
Cohort

% Change
Negatives

Graduate 18% ↓
Program
Group
Region
12% ↓

6

False Change in Count of Potential
Potential Prospects Tuition
20 ↑

$1.6M

13 ↑

$1M

Recouped

Conclusion

Given the current data set and metric goal, a combination of ensemble treebased models provided the most useful predictions on both graduate school
application submission and enrollment. Possibly due to some inconsistency in
outreach activity tracking in the CRM, CORELS did not provide the necessary
predictive power. The analysis led to the outlining of several process improvement opportunities for the graduate school admission team, including ensuring
consistent data collection and tracking. For instance, it would be optimal to
reduce the amount of manual exceptions and data manipulation being done in
the admissions team’s enrollment management process. In addition, in support
of reliable reporting and analysis, it is imperative to establish consistently defined enrollment management terminology in conjunction with internal university customers. For example, there should be a standard criterion for deeming an
admitted applicant as an enrolled student. Inconsistencies arose, and had to be
addressed, due to the fact that the admission team’s criterion was their having
received an ”intention to enroll” confirmation email from the admitted applicant,
while an internal customer’s criterion was that the admitted applicant had made
a monetary deposit to hold their place. Regarding university outreach activity
volume, there is a significant decrease once an applicant receives their admission
decision. As a result of this decrease, there is a gap in contact during what is
regarded as a critical opportunity window to convert an admitted student to one
who enrolls. Enrollment prediction was less effective than predicting whether a
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prospect would submit an application. With more effective outreach tracking
and a higher volume of both post-application submission and post-admission
outreach activity to include in the analysis, the prediction of enrollment could
be improved. Post-improvement follow up analysis is necessary to determine
if the most significant predictors of enrollment decisions would shift from the
prospect demographics and prospect-driven actions, as based on the data included in this paper’s analysis, to university outreach activity. When studying
the ethics of automated systems selecting admitted students, group selection was
limited to two features to facilitate explainability. In a lower dimensional feature
space, i.e. test scores and scholarship totals, comparison between two graduate
program groups, modeling distinct cohorts helped reduce the loss of potential
candidates and revenue. Significant revenue may be recouped by ensuring that
qualified candidates would not be overlooked during the modeling process.
6.1

Future Work

The enrollment data that was utilized came from a third party CRM program
specifically designed to handle university admissions data. The analysis completed to date could be placed into a production environment as a product
plug-in or add-on feature. This plug-in could provide instant analyses to the
admissions staff regarding a candidate’s likelihood to continue the enrollment
process. This could be the foundation for ultimately creating a feature that
generates a personalized contact schedule and program offerings.
A significant factor when a prospect considers which graduate school to
attend is the monetary cost associated with the curriculum. The overall cost
includes both the cost of living within a suitable distance of the university and
tuition costs. The application data set did include other schools that were under
consideration by a potential enrollee. Future work could include an analysis
comparing the cost of living and tuition costs of those schools’ programs and
how that monetary value might impact a prospect’s potential for enrolling.
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7

Appendix

As summarized earlier, considerable time was spent on data preparation tasks to
arrange the data in analysis-friendly format and create new features as needed.
Features in the original dataset were modified and new features were added as
described in the workflow in Figure 10, with feature-specific details provided in
Table 8.

A

Data Preprocessing Workflow

Fig. 10. Data Preprocessing Workflow
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B

Data Preprocessing Details by Feature
Table 8. Data Preprocessing Tasks

Feature
Updated, Preprocessing Tasks Used to Update ExNames
or Parsed or isting Feature or Create New Feature
Descriptions New
Submitted

Updated

Program Apply- New
ing New

Age

Updated

Sex
Marital Status

Updated
Updated

Permanent Ad- Updated
dress
related
features
indicating City or
State or Zip
Permanent Ad- Updated
dress
related
feature indicating Country
USRegion

New

Continent

New

Major

New

Published by SMU Scholar, 2020

Updated to contain only the mm/dd/yyyy date
portion from its original data string.
This new attribute was based on condensing the
eight levels from the original Program Applying
attribute to just ”Graduate Program Group 1”
and ”Graduate Program Group 2”
Converted to the categorical levels ”< 22”, ”2324”, ”25-28’, ”> 29”
Replaced NA with ”Not Entered”
Replaced categorical levels that were not ”Single”
with ”Other”, thereby condensing this attribute
to two levels
If any were NA, replaced with corresponding
Mailing Address feature value. If corresponding
component were also NA, then set the Permanent
address feature value to ’Not Listed’
If NA, replaced with corresponding Mailing Address feature value. If corresponding component
was also NA, then set the Permanent address
country feature value to the value from Primary
Citizenship feature.
This new attribute was based on Permanent Address Country and Permanent Address State features, and used the levels ”US Midwest”, ”US
Northeast”, ”US South”, ”US West”, and ”International” for non-US countries.
This new attribute was the continent name associated with the value in Permanent Address
Country. Based on an external country-continent
reference list
This new attribute was based on consolidating levels from the Official UG Major attribute
into the levels ”Business”, ”STEM”, ”Social Sciences”, and ”Not Listed”
Continued on next page
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Table 8 – continued from previous page
Feature
Updated, Preprocessing Tasks Used to Update ExNames
or Parsed or isting Feature or Create New Feature
Descriptions New
GPA Scaled
New
This new attribute = Official UG GPA / School
1 GPA Scale; If GPA Scaled was NA or INF, then
GPA Scaled = 0.5; if GPA Scaled > 1, then replaced with 1
JobTitle
New
This new attribute was based on merging the free
form contents of Job Title (Current Or Most Recent) attribute into the levels ”entry level”, ”executive” , ”individual contributor”, ”intern”, ”midlevel leader”, ”titled Professional”, and ”Not Entered”
Industry New New
This new attribute was based on consolidating
the standard categorical contents of the Job 1
Industry attribute into ”Infrastructure”, ”Manufacturing or High Tech”, ”Natural Resources or
Agriculture”, ”Services - Financial”, ”Services Non Financial”, and ”Not Listed”
Job 1 Salary
Updated
Removed the $ symbol; Converted to numeric
data type; Created the levels ”No Salary”, ”Zero
to 10K”, ”10K to 50K”, ”50K to 75K”, ”75K to
100K”, and ”> 100K”
Sponsorship
Updated
Removed the $ symbol. Replaced string values
From Current
indicating 0 dollars (e.g. ”None”, ”Nil”, etc) with
Employer
”N” and the remaining with ”Y”.
GAT Quantita- New
This new Graduate Admissions Test (GAT)
tive
Quantitative feature is the % score from one of
two key graduate program tests. If at least one is
non-blank, then the appropriate category is designated from the list: ”Zero to 54”, ”54 to 84”,
”above 84”. If both are blank, and the tests have
been confirmed as waived for the prospect, then
categorical value is ’Waived’, otherwise ’Missing’
GAT Verbal
New
This new Graduate Admissions Test (GAT) Verbal feature is the % score from one of two key
graduate program tests. If at least one is nonblank, then the appropriate category is designated from the list: ”Zero to 47”, ”47 to 70”,
”above 70”. If both are blank, and the tests have
been confirmed as waived for the prospect, then
categorical value is ’Waived’, otherwise ’Missing’
Continued on next page
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Table 8 – continued from previous page
Feature
Updated, Preprocessing Tasks Used to Update ExNames
or Parsed or isting Feature or Create New Feature
Descriptions New
School Scholar- Updated
Removed the $ symbol; Replaced NA with 0. Conship Total
verted to numeric data type; Created the levels
”No Scholarship”, ”< 20K”, and ”> 20K”
Total Schools
New
This new feature is the number of other graduate schools, up to 5, to which the prospect is
applying. It is the tally of the number of the following five unique features that were non-zero for
the prospect: School Applying 1 through School
Applying 5.
How Did You Parsed
This feature, indicating one or more ways the
Hear
prospect heard about the graduate school program, was parsed into 11 new categorical-based
binary features, e.g. Event On Campus, Graduate School Website, Direct Mail.
US
Military Updated
Replaced NA with ”No” for this feature.
Y/N
Visited School Updated
Replaced NA with ”No” for this feature.
Met School Rep Updated
Replaced NA with ”No” for this feature.
Alumni Refer Updated
Replaced NA with ”No” for this feature.
Family School Updated
Replaced NA with ”No” for this feature.
Grads
ActivitiesParsed
This feature, indicating the receipt of admissionsComma Separelated documents, was parsed into new features,
rated
e.g. Resume, References (with name/company),
I-20 Forms, Reply Forms, All Materials.
Events - Comma Parsed
This feature, indicating the university events that
Separated
a prospect may have registered for, attended,
or was a no-show for, was parsed into new
categorical-based binary features, e.g.All Graduate Programs Preview Days, Information Sessions, Graduate Test Type 2 Prep Classes.
Interactions
- Parsed
This feature, indicating the types of interactions
Comma Sepathat a prospect had with the university and an asrated
sociated date, was parsed into 11 new categoricalbased binary features, e.g. Office Visit, Noodle
Inquiry, Phone Call 1, Phone Call 2.
Continued on next page
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Table 8 – continued from previous page
Feature
Updated, Preprocessing Tasks Used to Update ExNames
or Parsed or isting Feature or Create New Feature
Descriptions New
Sources
by Parsed
This feature, indicating one or more sources
Date (commaof a prospect’s information and an associated
separated)
date prior to the prospect being created in the
CRM, was parsed to create 15 new categoricalbased binary features, e.g. PeopleSoft System
Lead, LinkedIn Campaign, Graduate Test Type
1, Graduate Test Type 2.
LoginCount
New
This new feature is the count of the number of
times the prospect has logged into the EMS. It is
populated based on the Login History - Comma
Separated attribute, which was parsed into each
login event. A temporary dataframe was created
with prospect ID andDateTimeStamp columns,
containing one row per unique prospect ID andlogin event. If the Login History - Comma Separated were blank, then this feature would be 0.
Mailings
By Parsed
This feature, indicating every pre-scheduled email
Date (Comma
sent to a prospect, was parsed into 138 new
Separated)
categorical-based binary features, e.g. Graduate Program Group 1 Orientation Reminder,
All Graduate Program Group 2 Drip Marketing
Prospects 1, Graduate Program Drip Marketing
Email 7. Each Email Subject and associated date
were parsed out of the original Mailings by Date
feature by detecting specific pattern ”email subject - mm/dd/yyyy”, and special cases (e.g. email
subjects that contain commas) must be handled;
A separate dataframe was created with prospect
Ref ID and mailing information, which was then
joined back into the main dataframe in order to
apply one-hot encoding based on each mailing
type; replace or remove specific character patterns as needed (e.g. date), trim white space, remove old mailings and mailings not covered in the
list provided by database administrator, which
was in its own ”Mailings” dataframe.
Continued on next page
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Table 8 – continued from previous page
Feature
Updated, Preprocessing Tasks Used to Update ExNames
or Parsed or isting Feature or Create New Feature
Descriptions New
IsSubmitted
New
This new binary feature indicated if the application had been submitted. Its value was set when
the two datasets were merged. This feature value
was false for applications that were started but
not submitted, and true for applications that were
submitted.
IsEnrolled
New
This new binary feature indicated if the admitted applicant enrolled. If the Decision Confirmed
Code attribute value was MATR-DPPD, then
this attribute was set to true.
Multiple
New New
Multiple new features were created to indicate the
Features Indinumber of elapsed calendar days before and afcating Elapsed
ter specific milestone dates (e.g. application subDays
With
mission, admission decision, enrollment decision)
Respect
to
with respect to the dates of interactions, mailings,
Enrollment Proetc. For example, a new set of binary features recess Milestones:
lated to when Phone Call 1 occurred is: ”Phone
Application
Call 1 occurred < 30 Days Before Application
Submission,
Submission”, ”Phone Call 1 occurred > 30 Days
Admission DeciBefore Application Submission”, ”Phone Call 1
sion, Enrollment
occurred < 30 Days After Application SubmisDecision
sion”, ”Phone Call 1 occurred > 30 Days After
Application Submission”
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